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"Bridging the gap between Advertisers and Affiliates"
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any people would be shocked to learn that there is usually very little
difference between very successful advertisers and unsucesseful
advertisers. The difference almost always comes down to one simple
thing that successful advertisers do that unsucesseful advertisers don't.
That thing is INTERNAL TESTING, and it is truly what sets the two groups of
advertisers apart.

HELLO

ADVERTISER,

THE

PROBLEM

It's about time to set your affiliates up
for INSTANT success and not failure. The
number one reason I believe one of the TOP
reasons that advertisers fail is that they
do not allocate funds to one of the most
important places. “Internal testing”

ALL creatives should be internally
tested and approved PRIOR to releasing
ANY sales materials or subject lines to
affiliates. I SMH (shake my head) that
MOST advertisers are missing this.

The number one reason I believe
that affiliates fail is that they are
either not skilled and or trained in
the following areas:
•

Creating their own pre-sale/advertorial pages

•

Optimizing their pre-sale/advertorial pages

•

Studying site analytics (how long are people
stay on the pages, bounce rates etc.)

•

How and where to buy the traffic properly

These 2 relationships combined is
an EPIC fail for both the advertiser
and the affiliate.

THE

SOLUTION

We will create your content, test and
optimize it for you. This is the step that is
most commonly missed by most advertisers.
I feel the only reason why is that while most
advertisers have probably thought about
doing this they either already have a person
that can COPY other landing pages which don’t
work OR they don’t know anyone who does
this successfully. Simply put IF you are not
doing this internally prior to issuing landing
pages and or creatives that are successfully
tested and proven than you may wait a very
long time to get your business profitable and
more importantly you will not be able to keep
affiliates interested in running your offer. An
affiliate on average will spend 100$ to test
your offer and if they do not succeed with
that budget than they will move on to the next
offer that quickly. It’s WAY too competitive

these days not to come out of the gate with
winning creatives.
IF and WHEN this is done properly you will

create a frenzy for affiliates because they
will all want in on something they know they
can make money with it. This will create the
demand for your offers.
Remember this is NOT the affiliates expertise
or fault that they failed your campaign, as
they need training too.
After starting out as an advertiser, working
with thousands of affiliates, and hundreds of
advertisers this is where I find my passion.
Together, we identify, optimize and monetize
those underutilized business assets in a way
that generates revenue without having to
generate MORE sales.
Some examples of this are:
•

Visitor traffic that comes to your offer
pages and exits without buying.

•

Buyer lists for companies that have no
follow-up marketing system in place.

•

Advertisers that receive affiliate traffic that
is underperforming in sales.

•

Websites that have a lot of targeted traffic
and no monetization method in place.

In each of these examples, we are able to
create a system that takes your existing
resources (traffic or buyers) and further
monetize them to create additional revenue
without needing substantial amounts of
money on ads or traffic. Simply put, we are
able to create a "relationship" with the visitors
that do NOT buy on the first visit to an offer.
We then monetize the relationship, producing
a far more substantial ROI for the business.

OUR

SERVICES
but are not limited to:

ADVANCED DYNAMIC MULTI CHANNEL
ADVERTORIAL LANDING PAGE
Which you can give out to your ALL of your
affiliates simultaneously.

SIMPLE ADVERTORIAL
This is for use by one entity
and will increase their
conversions from cold traffic.

•

Average daily budget is $50 per day for
14 days

•

We can customize for approval on all
native ad networks simultaneously.

•

This way you can have multiple affiliates
running campaigns.

OUR

SERVICES
but are not limited to:

CUSTOM SALES FUNNELS
This includes but is not limited
to Advertorials, Sales letters,
VSL's, email creatives.

CREATIVES
•

A pack of custom graphic
creatives/images that you
can use internally and/or
give to your affiliates

•

Testing
all
creatives
internally (50$ per day @
7 days, 700$ total)

OUR

SERVICES
but are not limited to:

EXIT TRAFFIC MONETIZATION
We will monetize your nonconverting traffic on your offer or
site landing pages

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
WITH CONTENT (ONE PAGE)
•

1 new article per week

•

4 social media posts per platform
every week

•

Drives traffic to your advertorials
and offer pages

•

Builds fans that you can promote
to using your organic reach

OUR

SERVICES
but are not limited to:

LONG FORM SALES LETTERS
We will create 3 new versions
of your existing long form sales
letter and test them in real time

VIDEO SALES LETTERS (VSL)
We will create a VSL script and
video from your winning long
form copy control

OUR

SERVICES
but are not limited to:

PRODUCT TESTIMONIALS
•

Legitimate
&
verifiable
testimonial for your product

•

Legitimate
&
verifiable
testimonial for your product
with photo

I CANNOT keep quiet about this anymore,
as this is where my passion lies.
This is the MAJOR disconnect between
advertisers and the affiliates that promote
their products. Once you fix this, you
won't have to wonder "when the traffic
will start" and who will be sending it.
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Feel free to contact Michelle @
michelle@ruaccountable.org with
any questions that you have.
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